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About US
The KAB Seating brand is one of the many brands owned
by the Commercial Vehicle Group, Inc (CVG). CVG
is headquartered in the USA with operations in Europe, Asia
and Australia.
The KAB Seating brand’s world leader status comes from the
many years of experience we have within seat design,
development and production. For over 30 years in Australia and
more than 60 years worldwide, KAB Seating products have been
synonymous with quality, durability and comfort.
The KAB Seating Office Chair range is no different. The range came
about as a result of supplying vehicle seats for the transport,
construction, mining and agricultural industries.
The ergonomic characteristics necessary in a good drivers seat are
equally as important in the office arena today. The design of the KAB
Office Chairs was heavily focused upon criteria laid down by the British
National Back Pain Association.
Back pain is the second biggest cause of absenteeism in the workplace
and in the UK alone 70 million working days are lost annually.
If you sit with a fixed posture all day you will inevitably end up with
physical aches and pains. Movement varies the stress and strains
placed on the body. KAB work chairs offer every individual a variety of
adjustments to provide frequent posture changes.
Regular posture change is made easy with the variety of adjustments
incorporated in KAB Office Chairs, so you’ll never find yourself
uncomfortable in a KAB 24/7 Office Chair.
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Chair Standards

Strength, Durability and Stability
BS EN 1335: 2000
Parts 2 & 3

     

Ergonomical/Dimensional
BS EN 1335: 2000
Part 1, Type C Approval



Manager

    

Controller



Executive

Director (II)

Strength, Durability and Stability
BS 5459-2: 2000

Associate

ACS

KAB Office Chairs have been tested by the British Office
Chair Institute to meet appropriate British, European and
Australian Standards. See Table.

    

The ACS, Director (II), Associate, Executive,
Controller and Manager chair models have been
tested to Level 6 - Severe Commercial Standard.
The above chairs have been assessed by Furntech
and found to comply with the standard.
The AFRDI Certificates for the above mentioned KAB Office
Chairs are available upon request or alternatively can be
downloaded from our website.
We pride ourselves upon supplying quality office
seating that has been designed to withstand the
most severe environments - 24/7 shift work
applications. In support of this, we are an ISO
9001 accredited company.
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Features
Headrest

Cushions

Tip-up Armrest

Height/Tilt adjustable for customised comfort
and support.

Body contoured cushions for optimum
comfort and support.

Armrests can be flipped-up out of the
way or adjusted down by 30 degrees to
fit comfortably under your desk.

Air Lumbar

Adjust your lower back support by
inflating/deflating the air lumbar bag.

Backrest
Recline

16 degree backrest angle adjustment
to maximise user comfort.

Height & Tilt
Rocker Tension
Adjustment

Height adjustment for customised seat height.
Weight adjustment between 50kg-150kg.
‘Anti-kick’ safety system.

Tilt Rocker adjustment to free
swing or lock.

Rocker Lock

5 Star Base

Durable stylish black
aluminium base.

Castors
Robust, black, twin wheeled castors.
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Headrest Options
ACS Executive Headrest

Aztec Headrest (Leather Only)

Executive Headrest

Controller Headrest

Manager Headrest

Accessories
To make KAB chairs more versatile for differing environments;
useful features such as : a coat hanger, rubber castors, extra
high gas lifts, footrings, and locking castors are available.

Hangers
PU Castors

Gliders
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KAB ACS Executive
The KAB ACS Executive is the top of the range 24/7
office chair. It is a robust, ergonomic, 24/7 chair primarily
designed for use by back pain sufferers.
It features eight electrically adjustable air bags in the seat
and back cushions. These provide optimum comfort and
ergonomic support. Three air bags are located in the
backrest which provide variable height lumbar support. Two
are located in the side cushions which provide customised
side support. Two are located in the side bolsters of the seat
cushion and the final one is located in the front thigh
cushion for customised thigh support.
Like all KAB office chairs, the ACS Executive also
features back recline, tilt-lock and height riser
mechanisms. Even the headrest is height and tilt
adjustable. Furthermore, the armrests can be
tipped-up out of the way or swivelled down to fit
comfortably under your desk. The adjustability
of this chair makes it an excellent injury
rehabilitation chair.
 AFRDI Level 6 Certified to 150kg
 Warranted to 225kg
 5 Year Warranty
Available in:
 Black Leather
 Havana Black Cloth
 Costa Blue Cloth
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KAB DIRECTOR (II)
The new and improved KAB Director (II) has now
evolved to meet the latest needs of todays modern
workplaces. It now incorporates new features and an
entirely new design not previously seen in the earlier
model.
Unique to this new model is a seat slide feature and an
independent seat-cushion tilt adjustment. These enable the
user to customise the length and angle of the seat-pan to
suit their individual needs. This makes the Director (II) more
versatile in 24/7 shift work environments where user shapes
often differ dramatically.
Another new feature is the addition of pockets. These
are designed to house the user’s mobile phone and
ipod. The KAB Director now also includes the ACS
comfort headrest as standard which offers the user
customised neck support.
All other features such as backrest recline,
lumbar support and height adjustment remain
the same as the KAB Executive and Controller.

 AFRDI Level 6 Certified to 150kg
 Warranted to 225kg
 5 Year Warranty
Available in:
 Black Leather
 Havana Black Cloth
 Costa Blue Cloth
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KAB Executive
The KAB Executive is an ergonomic 24/7 chair
recommended for people of larger stature. Its primary
point of difference from the other KAB office chairs is that
it features wider body contoured cushions which offer
greater side cushion support.
Like all KAB 24/7 office chairs, the KAB Executive also
features an inflatable air lumbar support, backrest recline,
height adjustment and tilt adjustment. This tilt feature can be
set to free-floating to enable the user to rock back, or
alternatively, can be locked to restrict movement. Additionally,
the headrest is height and tilt adjustable, whilst the armrests
can be tipped-up out of the way or swivelled down to fit
comfortably under your desk.
Together these features allow for extensive seat
position adjustment which promotes optimum
comfort and ergonomic support throughout long
shifts. The KAB Executive is therefore ideal for
multiple user/shift-work environments.

 AFRDI Level 6 Certified to 150kg
 Warranted to 225kg
 5 Year Warranty

Available in:
 Black Leather
 Havana Black Cloth
 Costa Blue Cloth
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KAB Controller
The KAB Controller is an ergonomic, robust 24/7 chair
for primary use in surveillance, control station and
emergency service department environments.
It features backrest recline, height adjustment and tilt
adjustment (free floating setting with customised rocker
tension or lock to restrict movement). It also features an
inflatable air lumbar support and body contoured cushions.
The headrest is both height and tilt adjustable. The armrests
can be tipped-up out of the way or swivelled down to fit
comfortably under your desk.
No matter what your build, the combination of these
features will enable you to completely customise this
chair to suit your individual comfort and support
needs. More importantly, the adjustability ensures
optimum comfort and ergonomic support across
multiple users in 24/7 shift-work environments.

 AFRDI Level 6 Certified to 150kg
 Warranted to 225kg
 5 Year Warranty

Available in:
 Black Leather
 Havana Black Cloth
 Costa Blue Cloth
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KAB Manager
The KAB Manager is an ergonomic chair recommended
for people of smaller stature. Its primary point of
difference from the other KAB office chairs is that it
features narrow contoured cushions, a shorter seat
cushion and a shorter (medium height) backrest.
As with the rest of the KAB 24/7 range, the Manager
incorporates our standard ergonomic features. These
include an inflatable air lumbar support, back recline, tilt-lock
and height riser mechanisms. The headrest is also height and
tilt adjustable, whilst the armrests can be tipped-up out of the
way or swivelled down to fit comfortably under your desk.
This array of user-friendly controls enables the occupant
to customise the seat position to their individual needs
each shift. Built with durability in mind, the Manager
chair is suitable for multiple user/shift-work
environments.

 AFRDI Level 6 Certified to 150kg
 Warranted to 225kg
 5 Year Warranty

Available in:
 Black Leather
 Havana Black Cloth
 Costa Blue Cloth
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KAB Draft Chair
The KAB Draft Chair is a robust chair that has been
specifically designed for use in toll booth, laboratory and
workshop applications.
Like all KAB Office Chairs, the Draft Chair features back
recline and height riser mechanisms as well as body
contoured cushions and armrests. These features allow for
user-friendly customized comfort and support, making it
practical in shift work/multi-user environments.
The Draft Chairs’ primary point of difference from the
other KAB Office Chairs is that it does not feature a tiltlock mechanism or an air lumbar. Another difference
is that the high version (200mm) comes with a
51cm footring.

 5 Year General Use Warranty
 2 Year 24/7 Use Warranty

Available in:
 Black Vinyl Trim
 Charcoal Cloth
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KAB Warranty
The KAB Seating range of 24/7 office chairs is
warranted as follows:
99
99
99
99

The frame is guaranteed for 10 years
All other standard included components are
guaranteed for 5 years
All KAB accessories are guaranteed for 5 years
All KAB spare parts are guaranteed for 5 years

These warranty periods are applicable to all users up to a
weight of 225 kg. Where the users’ weight exceeds 225 kg
the warranty is null and void.

Warranty Registration:
Included in the box with every KAB Office chair is a warranty
registration card. Please ensure that the purchaser completes
this warranty registration card and returns it as per the
instructions on the card.
In the event of a component/product recall, this will enable us to
take swift action to using the register to notify all of those who
could potentially be effected by this faulty component/
product.

Note:
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded
under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a
replacement or refund for a major failure and for
compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or
damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired
or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality
and the failure does not amount to a major failure.
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Refurbishment
When your KAB Office Chair becomes damaged, worn,
faded or out dated, KAB Seating can refurbish your chair
to look, feel and perform like brand new.
KAB Seating offers a wide range of refurbishment services,
many of which can be performed on-site thus minimising
inconvenience and downtime. Our refurbishment services are
undertaken by specialists and all work is re-warranted
in line with the warranty for a brand new KAB Office Chair.

Refurbishment Services:

99 Panel, seat & headrest re-upholstry,
99 Component replacement including foam, castors,
armrests and lumbers, etc,
99 Ongoing preventative maintenance programs,
99 Custom designs.

Benefits:

99 Cost savings in comparison to
purchasing a new office chair,
99 Re-warranted as per new
99 Extends the life of your chair(s),
99 Re-using to reduce landfill waste and
thus meet green needs,
99 Phased programming for large scale
projects,
99 Fast turnaround,
99 Fitted with custom design scheme to
match workplace environments,
99 Flexibility to customise your office
chair by adding optional extras.
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Trim Swatch card
Old Trims: We do presently have stock of our
old Pirate Black cloth. Therefore, Pirate Black
office chairs and trim sets will continue to be
available until stocks are cleared.

Black Leather

Costa Blue Cloth

Havana Black Cloth

Note: Custom trim designs & colours are available
however an 8 week lead time generally applies.
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Chair Dimensions
KAB Office Chairs are available in varying sizes to suit
all types of people...WHATEVER YOUR SIZE!
B

c

A

D

F

D

E
5 star base

F

Seat cushion
length

C

Width including
armrest

B

Width without
armrest

A

Seat back
height

E

ACS Executive

550

650

490

940

700

440-510

460-560

530-650

Associate

510

635

490

930

700

440-510

460-560

530-650

Director (II)

490

685

430-480

930

700

440-510

460-560

530-660

Executive

560

650

490

940

700

440-510

460-560

530-650

Controller

530

640

490

940

700

440-510

460-560

530-650

Manager

510

635

450

830

700

440-510

460-560

530-650

Draft

510

600

450

650

680

470-570

540-660

Seat height with different gas lifts
Low

Medium

High
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KAB Locations

1300 130 522

Australian Head Office:
Unit 2/29-41 Lysaght Street,
Acacia Ridge, QLD, 4110
WA Branch:
Unit 4/94 Belgravia St,
Belmont, WA, 6104
SA & NT Branch:
Unit 2, 4 Aristotle Cl,
Golden Grove, SA, 5125
VIC & TAS Branch:
Unit 5, Frankston-Dandenong Rd,
Dandenong South, VIC, 3175

North QLD Branch:
55-65 Connors Rd,
Mackay, QLD, 4740
SEQ Branch:
1/29-41 Lysaght St,
Acacia Ridge, QLD, 4110
NSW Branch
Unit 9/26 Balook Dr,
Beresfield, NSW,
2322
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